The information sciences. AS part endeavor, partnership with JSC to jointly define and manage an integrated program of research
RICIS
in advanced data processing technology needed for JSe's main missions, including j administrative, engineering and science responsibilities. JSC agreed an_dentered into a three-year cooperative agreement with UH-Clear Lake beginning in May, 1986, to _"VOl_Cl:_# jointly plan and execute such research through RICIS. Additionally, under Cooperative Agreement NCC 9-16, computing and educational facilities are shared by the two institutions to Conduct the research. ] The mission of RIC!S is to conduct, coordinate and disseminate research on J computing and information systems among researchers, sponsors and users from UH-Clear Lake, NASA/JSC, and other research organizations. Within UH-Clear Lake, the mission is being implemented through interdisciplinary involvement of .... =_ faculty and students from each 0f the four schools: Business, Education, Human Sciences and Humanities, and Natural and Applied Sciences. Other research organizationsare involved via the "gateway" concept. UH-Clear Lake establishes relationships with other universities and research organizatiorl_ +_ having common research interest, ioprovide additi0n_ sources of expertise to conduct needed research.
A major role of RICIS is to find the best match of sponsors, researchers and research objectives to advance knowledge in the computing and+ !nformjation sciencesl Working jointly with NASA/JSC, RICIS advises on research needs, _ recommends principals for conducting the research, provides technical and administrative support to coordinate the research, and integrates technical results into the cooperative goals of UH-Clear Lake and NASA/JSC. 
A_ h3
and (wl, w_, [,,3) 
Attitude Kinematics (with respect to LVLH): Equations (7) and (8) ][ (z_a) Table  1 . Table  2 includes expected aerodynamic disturbances which are modeled as a bias plus periodic terms in the body-flxed control axes:
The disturbance torque acting in each axis is determined from data generated at a'2 + (n)2a2 = h2 (9) and (14), which assume small motions in all axes. In an effortto determine ifit ispossible to have periodic-disturbance rejection in both rolland yaw attitudes for this diR'erentcase involving large pitch motions, a similar analysis is considered here using the pitch-coupled roll/yaw dynamics described by Eqs. (13).
By combining Eqs. (9) and (13) 
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* Designed for a pitch TEA of 0° 
